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Abstract 

The rapid accumulation of large-scale driving data 

represents an opportunity to improve our understanding 

of driving behavior patterns and driver traveling 

intentions. However, limited efforts have been devoted to 

understanding these patterns and the travel intentions 

behind them. This study proposes a new trajectory topic 

model (TTM) to explore latent driving patterns from 

driving trajectory data and to qualitatively analyze 

drivers’ main traveling intentions. These trajectory data 

were collected from more than 150,000 commercial 

vehicles in Fujian Province, China. After data 

preprocessing, the TTM was then established to 

decompose trajectory data into various topics with 

corresponding probabilities, which were correlated to 

drivers’ preferences. Several experiments conducted in 

Fuzhou City were performed to evaluate the feasibility 

and efficiency of the TTM using a real trajectory dataset. 

The results show that the TTM could effectively mine 

users’ driving behavior patterns with topic probability. 

The model would enable us to understand the context in 

which drivers travel and learn their individual preferences. 

It is also beneficial in that it can predict drivers’ 

behaviors, analyze traffic patterns in an entire city, and 

even help autonomous vehicles to learn from drivers. 

Keywords: Trajectory data mining, Trajectory topic 

model, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), 

Driving behavior analysis, Traveling intention 

1 Introduction 

Trip destinations and the routes are, in the context of 

driving behaviors, key to enhancing safety and 

convenience for drivers. By obtaining a trip destination, 

a driver assistance system can automatically derive an 

optimized travel route [1-3] and provide route-specific 

traffic information [4] or good advice to drivers [5]. In 

addition, with the trip route known in advance, it is 

possible, as is shown by researchers from Nissan, to 

improve hybrid fuel economy by up to 7.8% [6]. 

Furthermore, to predict destinations and then optimize 

routes is also beneficial in predicting short-term traffic 

[7-10], conducting transportation planning [11], and 

advertising commercial products by targeting 

customers along certain routes [12]. For example, 

given the trip destination, advertisements can be 

targeted at customers who are likely to be along the 

route to that destination. 

The potential advantages of analyzing driving 

behavior have spurred considerable research in recent 

years. Existing studies can mainly be divided into two 

research categories: geometric probability inference 

(GPI) and semantic behavior analysis (SBA). By using 

GPI-based approaches, users’ positions are projected 

onto segments of a road network. Then their driving 

origin-destination (OD) is predicted by performing a 

probability transition of the road-segmentation 

sequences [13-16]. By using SBA-based approaches, 

driving OD behaviors are explored by clustering users’ 

patterns on the semantic level [17-19]. To date, GPI-

based methods have mainly focused the low-level 

features of spatiotemporal density instead of higher-

level semantic patterns to understand the traveling 

intentions of drivers. SBA-based methods, which focus 

mainly on micro-behavior analysis, have not 

investigated the route behaviors, and thus, predicting 

routes becomes difficult in the long term. A review of 

GPI and SBA are presented in Section2: Related 

Studies. The Latent Dirich-let Allocation (LDA) model 

[20] attempts to understand how a document is 

generated by assuming that a document is a mixture of 

different topics and that each word is generated in 

relation to one of these topics. By this analogy, driving 

trajectory can be regarded as a mixture of topics that 

are related to different traveling intentions. These 

topics are produced with certain probabilities of the 

distribution of vehicles on spatial grids. If the drivers’ 

intrinsic behaviors are identified, this topic pattern 

analysis on trajectory data can be used to produce 

robust traveling patterns from historical events. 

However, it is still challenging to learn driving patterns 
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from massive and noisy historical trajectory data of 

traveling events. 

Topic pattern analysis of driving behaviors adopts 

this idea from the semantic mining of massive texts. 

The idea is to model all the term data in a fixed order 

and to explore the high-level patterns of driving 

behavior with semantic correlations. Although the text 

data are out of order, the topic pattern model makes it 

possible to get the potential semantic information 

covering various text-equivalents, such as abbreviation, 

equivalent expression, and synonyms. Similarly, the 

topic pattern model can also be employed to explore 

the semantic similarities between different geospatial 

regions of interest (ROIs) from massive trajectory data. 

For example, if the passing location of a car is known, 

the probability of it passing another car could be 

estimated with semantic similarity. 

In this paper, as an unsupervised model, a trajectory 

topic model (TTM) is proposed to establish high-level 

behavior topics of traveling events from massive 

trajectory data. As an expression of traveling events, 

trajectory data exert a powerful function to reveal 

drivers’ traveling intentions and their driving 

preferences. The TTM is thus used to quantitatively 

analyze drivers’ traveling intentions and to predict 

travel routes or trip destinations. The contribution of 

this paper is three-fold. First, this paper proposes a 

novel method to transform and decompose massive and 

noisy trajectory data into uniform vectors for the easy 

application of a large-scale data analysis method. 

Second, it presents behavior topics from driving 

trajectory data that are related to specific traveling 

intentions. Third, this paper proposes a new TTM to 

semantically analyze driving behaviors from massive 

and noisy trajectory data in order to understand and 

predict behavior patterns of traveling events. 

2 Related Studies 

The existing research analyzing driving behaviors 

can be classified into GPI and SBA. 

2.1 GPI 

GPI is a method to determine the probability that a 

vehicle will travel along a given segment of road 

network and then to infer trip destinations with 

maximum probability. After reconstructing vehicle 

trajectories using GPS data, some probability-learning 

models, such as the probabilistic filter model [21], path 

inference filter (PIF) [22], and frequent trajectory 

patterns (FTP) [15], have been introduced to estimate 

the behavior of traffic participants and to anticipate 

their future paths [13-14]. Having clustered staying 

locations (positions at which a vehicle is at rest) in the 

driving paths and matching these locations to 

geometric POIs, researchers extracted drivers’ 

activities from historical trajectories and identified the 

purposes of their trips [23]. Furthermore, researchers 

transformed paths composed of sparse GPS data to 

edges of a road network, expecting to learn users’ path 

preferences and to predict specific routes [16, 24-25]. 

With map-matching in advance, a tensor-formed model 

is also employed to represent drivers’ spatiotemporal 

features and to capture dynamic crowd patterns [26-29]. 

Furthermore, some classical algorithms, such as 

dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) [30], hidden 

Markov models (HMMs) [31-32], neural networks, [33] 

and evolution models [33-35], have captured drivers’ 

behaviors from trajectory data. These methods can 

analyze users’ preferences, but they focus more on the 

low-level features of spatiotemporal density and thus 

neglect high-level semantic patterns. 

2.2 SBA 

Only a few studies have focused on the semantic 

patterns associated with predicting driver trajectories 

and other related data. Given the importance of 

behavior intention analysis, some topic models are 

proposed to capture users’ movements and their 

patterns from check-in data [36-37] and other society 

data, such as online forums, blogs, and Weibo 

(Twitter-like websites in China) [38]. Virtually, data 

collected on actual vehicles including speed, 

acceleration, etc. can reveal drivers’ latent behavior 

patterns and predict their destinations [17]. With the 

aim of micro-behavior analysis, segment algorithms 

are proposed to assign trip sections to high-level 

semantic behaviors, such as braking, turning, 

accelerating, coasting, and standing still [39]. In the 

same way, trajectories are also divided into sections to 

find anomalous movements and classify levels of 

danger [19]. Moreover, methods based on this topic 

model were employed to exploit users’ periodic 

behaviors in analogy to co-occurrence analysis in text 

mining [20, 40]. These existing works on micro-

behavior analysis, however, have not taken path 

behavior into account, so they are unable to predict 

paths in long term [41]. 

3 Description of Trajectory Data 

Traffic trajectory data are sequences of 

spatiotemporal locations tagged with time stamps that 

record the movement and status of vehicles. The 

trajectory dataset used in this paper was collected from 

over 150,000 vehicles by the Fujian Provincial 

Department of Transportation in China. It includes 

more than 10 types of commercial vehicle (i.e., taxis, 

heavy trucks, urban buses, intercounty buses, intercity 

buses, interprovince buses, travel buses, semi-trailer 

trucks, vehicles transporting dangerous goods, and 

others). The trajectory data mainly consist of a vehicle 

ID, a time stamp, the vehicle’s current location from 

GPS (longitude and latitude), speed, vehicle direction. 
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The sampling frequency ranges from 5 to 60 seconds 

depending on the type of vehicle. The recorded 

trajectory data are demonstrated in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Trajectory data distribution in Fuzhou city 

The trajectory data are sparse because of their high 

collection cost. In addition, different trajectory data 

may appear in the same driving path due to their 

asynchronous nature, position shift, and loss of packet 

transmission. The chaotic and noisy nature of a driving 

environment could also produce trajectory data that 

lose valuable information, duplicate existing data, or 

even cause inconsistent trajectory data. Consequently, 

trajectory data are not only voluminous but also full of 

noise and complex features. Because these biased 

trajectory data are miscellaneous and full of noise, it is 

difficult to use them as inputs of model data with 

regularity.  

From the recorded trajectory database, four datasets 

from four vehicles are randomly selected to 

demonstrate traveling patterns in Figure 2. The results 

show that these trajectory data are also full of latent 

patterns and that different drivers have their own 

unique traveling patterns. It is, therefore, challenging 

to decompose trajectory data into principal topics and 

analyze drivers’ intentions. 

  

(a) Vehicle 1 (b) Vehicle 2 

  

(c) Vehicle 3 (d) Vehicle 4 

Figure 2. Four examples of trajectory datasets from 

four vehicles randomly selected in the database 

4 Proposed Method 

To address the above challenge, a novel TTM based 

on the unsupervised method was proposed to extract 

and discriminate drivers’ behaviors from massive 

trajectory data in the semantic level. The TTM 

decomposes naturalistic trajectory data into a variety of 

topics and denotes traveling events as topics with 

certain probabilities. 

The TTM is mainly made up of two parts: trajectory 

representation and trajectory topic modeling. As 

illuminated in Figure 3(a), naturalistic trajectories are 

converted into discrete representations with histograms 

in the first step; then the trajectory topics with different 

probabilities are extracted in the semantic level. 

The topics are used to predict drivers’ traveling 

destinations with the probability distribution of topics. 

With the trajectory topics, driving behaviors are 

expressed as probability distributions of the topics. 

These trajectory topics are then used to quantitatively 

analyze drivers’ general preferences. In addition, the 

probability distribution is bounded by spatial position, 

and this location-related distribution of topics could be 

used in various applications. As shown in Figure 3(b), 

based on the known spatial location in the TTM, a 

driver’s trip destination can be predicted in real time. 

The next two sections (A and B) detail the trajectory 

representation process and the trajectory topic 

modeling procedure. 

 

(a) Generating procedure of trajectory topic modeling  

 

(b) Application demonstration of trajectory topics 

Figure 3. The processing framework and application 

illustration for the TTM 
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4.1 Trajectory Representation 

Trajectory data are generated from an individual 

vehicle’s movement history. Vehicles equipped with 

positioning devices periodically reported their location 

and time stamp, which together generate the vehicle’s 

trajectory data, shown as follows: 

 ( ,1) ( , ) ( , ), , , , ,

i
i i i j i N

TR ρ ρ ρ= < >⋯ ⋯ ⋯  (1) 

where 
i

TR  is the trajectory of the th
i  vehicle, n  is 

its total number of reported locations, and p  is the 

location information including longitude, latitude, and 

time stamp. A vehicle’s trajectory is calculated based 

on a series of traveling events. As expected, a driver’s 

trajectory data always include a large number of 

traveling events. We set the thresholds 
t d 

( , )δ δ  as the 

maximum limit of the grid staying time (the difference 

in time between when a driver goes into and then 

leaves a grid) and the hop distance (the spatial distance 

between the grids in succession), respectively. Then 

trajectories are separated to two parts as follows: 

1
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p
−

. 

Trajectory data are represented as a series of spatial 

grids to reduce the data dimension. First, the whole 

geographical space was divided into grids. This 

process is expressed as 

 
*

1

m m

i

i

G g
=

= ∪   (3) 

where G  is the whole geographical space, and 
i
g  is 

the th
i  spatial grid. 

Then the position of a vehicle is mapped to spatial 

grids. Consequently, a trajectory is expressed as a 

vector of grids. That is, 

 ( ,1) ( ,2) ( , ), , , ,

i i i i n
TR g g g= < >⋯ ⋯   (4) 

To eliminate duplicated data, the same grids in 

succession are represented as unique ones. As 

illuminated in Figure 4, a trajectory is represented as a 

vector of grids. The trajectory is further reconstructed 

as a line connecting the middle of successive grids. 

 

Figure 4. Trajectory representation with spatial grid 

Like a bag-of-word model [42] in text mining, we 

count the staying time of each grid to evaluate the 

drivers’ interesting degrees of grid, which is a measure 

that evaluates the probability that a driver would drop 

into a particular grid. Let ( , )
ˆ

i j
g  be the grid staying 

time in grid j of trajectory i and ( , )i n
p  be the n-th data 

in trajectory i. 
( , ).i n
p t  denotes its time stamp. Thus, the 

grid staying time can be computed as follows: 

 
( , 1) ( , )
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where ( , 1) ( , )[ , ]
j n j n j
p p g

+
∈  and ( )

i
N len TR= . 

4.2 Trajectory Topic Modeling 

Let 
m
θ  represent the proportion of each underlying 

topic for the trajectory 
m

TR ; z(m,n) indicates the 

underlying topic proportion of each spatial grid in 

trajectory 
m

TR ; ( , )m n
g  denotes the spatial grid vector of 

trajectory 
m

TR ; M  is the total number of trajectories 

in the trajectories dataset, and 
m
N  represents the total 

number of grids in the trajectory; K  is the total 

number of topics. Thus, the trajectory topic model with 

LDA can be demonstrated as shown in Figure 5. 

   Trajectory Data Set,  m∈[1,M] 

Any Trajectory, n∈[1,Nm]

α θm z(m,n) g(m,n)

β

Geo-Space, 

 k∈[1,K] 

φk

 

Figure 5. Trajectory topic model with LDA 

In the TTM, ( , )α β  are the super-parameters of the 

Dirichlet distribution in θ  and φ . As they are prior 

parameters set in advance, a small scalar value is 

generally set. α  reflects the density of driving 

behavior topics in the trajectory data; β  represents the 

density of spatial grids in topics. A greater value for α  

means a greater number of topics in trajectories, and a 

greater value of β  means more spatial grids in each 

driving topic. 

With the TTM, any driving trajectory could be 

regarded as a mixed distribution of trajectory topics. 

Let 
1

{ }m
i i

D Tr
=

=  denote the whole trajectory dataset 

composed of m  trajectories; 1

( , ) 1
ˆ{ }

N

i i j j
Tr g

=
=  denotes 

the vector of grid staying time in the i-th trajectory. 

Then all explicit and implicit variables in the trajectory 

topic model are shown as the joint probability 
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distribution in the following formula: 
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where 
1

{ }K
k k
φ

=
Φ =  is the set of trajectory topics; the 

probability of ( , )m n
g  can be estimated by the grid 

staying time. 

Then Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) and 

Gibbs sampling [43] are employed to calculate the 

other implicit variables such as θ  and φ . The Gibbs 

sampling algorithm performs iterative processing on 

each dimension, and each iteration process chiefly 

samples one of the dimensions with the others, 

constrained until the trajectory topic parameters θ , φ , 

and the topic set 
( , ) 1{ }K
m n i
z

=
 is completely derived. 

The trajectory topics are composed of a series of 

spatial grids with different significant probabilities. 

With φ  derived, the probabilities of the grid belonging 

to any trajectory topic are available. As formula (7) 

shows, the significant spatial grids were collected to 

represent trajectory topics with an adjustable threshold 

that is set as a mean value in this paper: 

 
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) 1{ | ( ) ( )}Ni k i j k i j k jTP g g meanφ φ

=
= >  (7) 

where ( , )i k
TP  is the k -th trajectory topic of driver i ; 

( , )i j
g  is the j -th spatial grid of driver i, and ( , )( )k i jgφ  

is its probability belonging to the k -th trajectory topic. 

The processing procedure used to discriminate 

drivers’ behavior patterns from trajectory data is 

dynamic. Prior knowledge of the TTM, presented as 

parameters ( , )α β , is updated online by the input of 

new sample data. With the elapse of time, the drivers’ 

topics patterns would be adjusted by adding new 

interesting topics and deleting outdated topics that have 

not been relevant for more than 1 month. 

5 Experiments and Results 

In this section, a number of experiments were 

conducted to evaluate the feasibility and efficiency of 

our developed approach using a real trajectory dataset. 

It should be noted that trajectory data for different 

types of vehicle have diverse behavior features. For 

example, the trajectory of buses seems to have a 

relatively stationary OD intention, but the trajectory of 

taxis driven by passengers’ OD intentions is 

unpredictable. Therefore, in the following experiments, 

trajectory data with different types of vehicles were 

randomly selected to explore drivers’ behavior patterns. 

5.1 Data Preprocessing 

First, the trajectory data are preprocessed. This 

preprocessing work mainly includes cleaning data, 

dividing sub-trajectories, and interpolating data. The 

experiment trajectory dataset in this study is supported 

by the Fujian Provincial Department of Transportation 

in China. The dataset comprises data from more than 

150,000 commercial vehicles. The experiment data 

example is shown in Figure 6. 

 

(a) 3-D plot 

 

(b) 2-D plot 

Figure 6. Visualization of experimental trajectory data 

The first step of preprocessing is to clean abnormal 

data. Besides physical errors resulting from the transfer 

of data, other issues concerning complex traffic 

scenarios also result in dirty trajectory data. For 

example, the intermittent availability of 

communication links leads to some leaping steps in 

driving trajectories data. With the massive amount of 

data, we detected outliers via the Chebyshev 

differential equation, which is represented as 

 2(| | ) 1/P x k kµ σ− > ≤   (9) 

The second step is to divide trajectory data into 

segmentations based on traveling events. The edges 

between traveling events are clear enough to 

distinguish from spatial variations and the time 

intervals between data in succession. The time 

intervals are particularly key features that express 

staying points that end the previous traveling event and 
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start another one. Therefore, in this paper, time 

intervals are used to distinguish traveling events from 

trajectory data and to segment trajectories into a series 

of sub-trajectories for different events. 

The third step is to supplement trajectory data with 

interpolation. Particularly, those trajectory data with 

much sparsity in nature need to be interpolated. The 

interpolation in this study aims to make drivers’ 

passing grids continually connected rather than make 

them smoothly connected. As such, the linear method 

was adopted to interpolate trajectory data and to adjust 

the accuracy of the connectivity between grids. 

5.2 Trajectory Topic Analysis 

Firstly, the spatiotemporal trajectory data is 

represented as grid vectors. Grid representation was 

employed to reduce dimension of trajectory data, and 

each grid size was set to about 100 m. For example, the 

location (119.476529112, 26.739764512) was 

represented as grid id 11947626739. 

To avoid the influence of road conditions, the 

repetition grid in the trajectory vector was deleted. 

When a vehicle keeps stopping in place due to a traffic 

jam, this similar position information was converted to 

the same grid id. Note that these duplicate grids would 

interfere with the analysis of users’ behaviors. Thus, it 

is important to delete duplicate grids to produce 

successive unique grids. 

Then a term frequency matrix with the vector 

representation of trajectory data was constructed. The 

grid-represented trajectory data was divided into sub-

trajectories by the time interval that is larger than the 

threshold. Further, we constructed a term frequency 

matrix, in which the rows correspond to spatial grids, 

columns correspond to sub-trajectories, and the value 

of an element is the frequency at which the 

corresponding grid is visited in the sub-trajectory.  

With the matrix of grid frequency, the LDA model 

was employed to analyze drivers’ behavior topics from 

massive trajectory data. In the model, both α and β  

were assigned with the small number (0.0002 in this 

study); the topic number was 8, and the iteration was 

20000. The model outputs a topic-grid matrix and a 

trajectory-topic matrix. 

Trajectory topics present a specific path of traveling 

events. As shown in Figure 7, each topic presents a 

clear correlation between spatial grids, and when a 

driver travels through a spatial grid, he/she will usually 

pass through the other grids in the same topic, so the 

trajectory topics usually indicate specific traveling 

events, such as the western activity destination in topic 

1, the eastern in topic 4, the southern in topic 7, and the 

place of the driver’s residence in topic 3. 

 

Figure 7. Visualization of trajectory topics 

 

Figure 8. The illustration for topics probability distribution of spatial location 
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To assess the trajectory topic, the results were also 

analyzed in two scenarios, including the estimation of 

driving behavior and the analysis of the drivers’ 

preferences. 

First, the trajectory topic could be employed to 

analyze traveling trajectories with the probability 

distribution of topics. Figure 9 shows the heat map of 

probability distribution between traveling trajectories 

and topics. The gradated color shading represents the 

correlation between topic and trajectory. 

 

Figure 9. Heat map of correlation between trajectories 

and topics 

From the heat map, it is clear that each trajectory has 

its own probability distribution of topics and that each 

topic has a different probability summation. The 

different probability summations of topics show 

drivers’ traveling preferences. The most likely topic in 

Figure 9 is topic 3, which demonstrates that the driver 

prefers to travel in his/her regions, a finding confirmed 

by his/her residence in this study. 

Further, the trajectory topic model can express 

drivers’ intentions, such as driving destinations. The 

topics-grids matrix outputted from the model 

represents the topic probability distribution of grids, 

and the topics probability distribution is determinate if 

the location is selected. As shown in Figure 8, the 

driver is determined with most likely to travel in places 

of topic 7. 

5.3 Discussion 

The trajectory topic shows the co-occurrence 

between grids, which is useful in predicting destination 

and analyzing driving behavior. When the drivers 

travel through a spatial grid, the probability of 

traveling to other grids could be estimated by the co-

occurrence. In contrast with the existing method of 

predicting destination and clustering trajectory, the 

trajectory topics make drivers’ behaviors quantitatively 

analyzable without heavy computation. 

On the other hand, the TTM generates topics 

automatically, which could be viewed as a kind of 

principal component analysis of trajectory. As shown 

in Figure 7, the drivers’ traveling paths were 

decomposed into various topics, and any traveling path 

could be considered as a probability distribution of 

topics. 

Further, drivers’ traveling intentions could be 

analyzed effectively by the trajectory topic model. 

After the TTM analysis, drivers were assigned to their 

own topics. The produced topics can be further 

analyzed to predict the next road segmentation, 

drivers’ traveling preferences, and their current 

traveling intentions. Clustering topics of all drivers 

also provides a novel method to analyze the whole 

transportation network in a city. 

While our approach makes it possible to explore 

drivers’ behaviors with fixed topics, it is interesting to 

dynamically determine the optimal topic quantity from 

users’ trajectory data. This could enable a precise 

estimation of the preferences of drivers’ behaviors. 

Another important issue is to keep temporal 

information in the topic model for exploring period 

patterns. We will consider these issues further in future 

works. 

6 Conclusion 

A TTM, an approach to semantically explore 

drivers’ behavior patterns, was proposed to 

characterize users’ behaviors and corresponding 

intentions using GPS-based driving trajectory data 

collected from more than 150,000 commercial vehicles 

in Fujian Province, China. 

The TTM allows us to transform a large amount of 

disorder trajectory data into vectors of regularity and to 

explore topic probability. This information can help 

analyze drivers’ behaviors from massive trajectory data 

and demonstrate traveling intentions. Given drivers’ 

sub-trajectory data, the model allows us to analyze 

patterns that occur frequently. Moreover, the topic 

probability distribution of grids can help predict the 

next passing road and even the driver’s destination if 

his/her current location is known. 
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